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Introduction to the Special Volume on
Reformulation
The performance of a problem-solving system often depends on the representation of
problem instances or background knowledge. A change in representation may therefore
improve (or degrade) performance. Reformulation is a process of changing the represen-
tation of a problem instance or knowledge base in order to improve the performance of a
problem-solving system. Two special types of reformulation are abstraction and approx-
imation. Abstraction is typically viewed as a change that improves the performance of a
representation, while diminishing the scope of problems that can be solved or the precision
of the solutions that are generated. Approximation is typically viewed as a change that im-
proves the performance of a representation, while diminishing the accuracy of the solutions
that are generated.
The study of reformulation in Artificial Intelligence began in the 1960s. A seminar at
Carnegie-Mellon University in 1966 was devoted to studying the effect of representation
on puzzle problems, such as “Monkeys and Bananas”, “Mutilated Checkerboard”, “Tic
Tac Toe” and “Missionaries and Cannibals”, as well as mathematical problems in alge-
bra, geometry and logic. Alan Newell discussed the relation between representation and
problem solving using the Mutilated Checkerboard problem as an example [12]. Newell
suggested that “a representation of possible representations”, if such could be developed,
would be a useful addition to the “current stock of ideas about problem-solving”. Saul
Amarel carried out one of the first detailed studies of reformulation, using the Mission-
aries and Cannibals problem as an example [1]. Amarel described a series of problem
formulations, each slightly different from the previous one, in which an apparently difficult
problem is gradually reduced to a trivial one. Korf further developed this early work by at-
tempting to carry out Newell’s suggestion [10]. He designed a search space in which states
are problem-representations and operators change one representation into another. He also
showed how the search space could be used to reformulate a number of well-known puzzle
problems.
Reformulation techniques have since been developed and studied in a variety of settings,
including classical planning [17]; theorem-proving in first-order logic [15]; relational data-
base query processing [8]; reasoning with propositional databases [18]; axiomatic formal
systems [7]; heuristic search of state spaces [14,16]; constraint satisfaction [2,4,5]; pro-
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gram synthesis [11]; simulation of physical systems [6]; and explanation and diagnosis of
physical systems [13,19]. Interest in reformulation, abstraction and approximation led to a
number of independent workshop series in the late 1980s and 1990s, conducted under the
sponsorship of AAAI and IJCAI. Eventually the workshops were merged into the ongoing
series of “Symposia on Abstraction, Reformulation, and Approximation” [3,9].
Many reformulation techniques can be understood in terms of the problem-solving
framework outlined below. One starts with a problem instance P and a knowledge base K .
A direct problem-solving technique would apply a solution algorithm A to (P,K) to ob-
tain a solution S. An indirect technique uses reformulation in the following way: (1) Apply
a problem reformulation technique R to (P,K) to obtain (P ′,K ′), where P ′ and K ′ are
idealized versions of P and K; (2) Apply an idealized solution algorithm A′ to (P ′,K ′)
to obtain an idealized solution S′. (3) Apply a solution adaptation technique D to S′ to
obtain an actual solution S. The framework can be instantiated in many ways, e.g., by
choosing languages to represent (P,K) and (P ′,K ′); solution algorithms A and A′; refor-
mulation technique R; and adaptation technique D. Furthermore, solution strategies may
differ according to whether the reformulation process is carried out once for an entire prob-
lem class, or must be carried out once (or many times) for each problem instance. Finally,
some components of the instantiated framework can be trivial and not appear explicitly.
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The present volume of Artificial Intelligence is devoted to recent research on refor-
mulation, approximation and abstraction. In “First Order LUB Approximations: Charac-
terization and Algorithms”, del Val extends and generalizes previous work on “knowledge
compilation” [18], a technique for approximating propositional theories by upper and lower
bounds and using the approximations to answer queries over the original knowledge base.
In “Partition-Based Logical Reasoning for First-Order and Propositional Theories”, Amir
and McIlraith present algorithms for decomposing sets of logical axioms into partitions and
subsequently restricting inference to occur within partitions, in order to improve the effi-
ciency of a reasoning process. In “Compiling Problem Specifications into SAT”, Cadoli and
Schaerf present a compiler that translates declarative specifications of NP-hard problems
into propositional satisfiability problems, so they can be solved by any of the state-of-the-
art solvers available from the SAT community. In “Task-Dependent Qualitative Domain
Abstraction”, Sachenbacher and Struss present methods for automatically abstracting be-
havior models of engineering devices in order to carry out diagnosis or behavior prediction
at an appropriate level of generality. In “Towards a Practical Theory of Reformulation for
Reasoning about Physical Systems”, Choueiry, Iwasaki and McIlraith present a framework
for specifying, classifying and evaluating techniques for reformulating models of physical
systems.
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